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What is Reconnection?!
•  Reconfiguration of magnetic field lines!
•  Mechanism which transfers mass, energy, and momentum!
•  Fundamental plasma process which converts magnetic energy 

into kinetic energy!



History of Reconnection!
•  First proposed by Ronald Giovanelli in 1947 as 

the mechanism responsible for solar flares!
–  Magnetic field due to sunspot cancels the dipole 

field at a “neutral point”!
–  Electric fields near neutral points can accelerate 

particles and drive currents!

•  Giovanelli discussed the problem with Fred 
Hoyle who then passed it on to his graduate 
student, James Dungey!
–  Dungey [1953] determined that a non-zero 

resistivity η allows magnetic field topology to 
change near a neutral point!

–  Named this process “magnetic reconnection”!

R. Giovanelli!

J. W. Dungey!



•  Mass continuity of an incompressible fluid in steady state:!
!
!

•  L scales with the size of the system, making the model 
much too slow to explain observed energy releases!

History: Sweet-Parker Model!
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•  Steady-state is reached when field lines enter the collisional 
layer at the same rate which they are annihilated!
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History: Petschek!

•  Resolved length scale issues by 
considering waves as the outflow 
mechanism converting magnetic energy 
to plasma energy!
–  In this model, the diffusion region takes 

place on a much shorter length scale!
–  Remaining length of the boundary is 

occupied by slow shocks!
–  Reconnection rate becomes fast enough 

to explain solar flares!
•  BUT this theory only allows reconnection 

for a localized resistivity (η), not a 
uniform η"

H. Petschek!

Credit: P. Cassak!



MHD & Reconnection!
•  Ideal MHD – plasma is a perfect conductor!

–  Flux is frozen-in theorem and reconnection cannot occur!
–  Ohm’s law simplifies to: !

•  Resistive MHD!
–  Add resistivity term:!

•  Hall MHD!
–  Inclusion of Hall term allows for fast reconnection!
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Hall Reconnection!

Reconnection Diffusion regions:!
1.   δe < length scale < δi!

–  Hall physics: Ions are no longer frozen-in!
2.   length scale < δe!

–  Frozen-in theorem broken down – magnetic topology can 
change!

δe= c/ωpe!

δi= c/ωpi!

Credit: M. Shay!



Where does reconnection occur in 
magnetospheres?!

Dungey cycle!
–  Time scale: ~1 hr at Earth!

Fuselier and Lewis [2011]!



Where does reconnection occur in 
magnetospheres?!



Rotational Discontinuity! Tangential Discontinuity!
Reconnection?! Yes:  BN ≠ 0" No:  BN = 0"
Plasma flow across 
MP?! Yes:  VN ≠ 0" No:  VN = 0"

Pressure balance! !
!
!
!
!
!

Magnetopause Reconnection: 
Structure!
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Dungey [1963]!



Magnetopause Reconnection: 
Flux Transfer Events!



Magnetopause Reconnection: 
Flux Transfer Events!

Slavin	  et	  al.	  [2012]	  



Magnetopause Reconnection: 
Antiparallel vs. Component!

Antiparallel = High Shear!

Berchem and Russell [1982]!



Magnetopause Reconnection: 
Antiparallel vs. Component!

Component = Low Shear!

Sonnerup [1974]!

DiBraccio et al. [2013]!



Magnetopause Reconnection: 
X-line Location!

For perfectly antiparallel IMF and planetary fields, the X-line 
will lie in equatorial plane!

Trattner et al. [2007]!Crooker [1979]!



Magnetopause Reconnection!
Factors to consider:!
•  Dependence on plasma β!

–  Does β dictate the range of shear 
angles at which reconnection can 
occur?!

•  Dimensionless reconnection rate!
–  Mass Conservation:!
!
–  Flux Conservation:!
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High Latitude Reconnection!

Maezawa [1976]!

Frey et al. [2003]!



Magnetotail Reconnection!

•  Reconnection occurs in the 
cross-tail current sheet 
between the north and south 
lobes of the magnetotail!

•  Near-Earth Neutral Line!
–  20-30 RE!
–  Depends on rate of solar 

wind input!
•  Distant Neutral Line!

–  100-200 RE !
Øieroset et al. [2001]!



Hones [1977]!

Magnetotail Reconnection: 
Flux Rope Formation!



Magnetotail Reconnection: 
Flux Rope Formation!

Hughes and Sibeck [1987]!

Imber et al. [2011]!

Many different theories on flux 
rope formation:!
!



Summary!
•  Reconnection is a fundamental plasma process which transfers 

mass, energy, and momentum throughout the magnetosphere!
•  How can we observe reconnection?!

–  Magnetic Flux Transfer!
–  Reconnection jets/outflows!
–  Flux Rope Formation!
–  Diffusion Regions!

•  Many outstanding questions remain!!
–  What determines when reconnection starts?!
–  How are particles accelerated?!
–  What is the structure of the diffusion region?!
–  How do the field disconnect and then reconnect?!

•  Upcoming mission!
–  Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS)!

•  Focus group on Tuesday and Wednesday!!



Reconnection at other planets!



Questions? 



How can we observe reconnection?!

•  Magnetic Flux Transfer!
–  Magnetopause erosion!
–  Movement of cusps!
–  Lobe flux enhancements!
–  BN components!

•  Reconnection jets/outflows!
–  Particle heating/acceleration!
–  Flow reversals!

•  Flux Rope Formation!
–  MP: Flux Transfer Events (FTEs)!
–  Tail: Plasmoids/TCRs/BBFs!

•  Diffusion Regions!
–  Quadrupolar BY Magnetic Fields!
–  Slow Shocks!


